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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a new scheme of separable lossless data em-
bedding for encrypted images in which hidden data can be extracted
from an image with embedded data even the image is encrypted. The
proposed scheme firstly encrypts an image and simultaneously pre-
pares room for lossless data embedding. Data are, then, concealed
in the encrypted image by a lossless data embedding method based
on histogram shifting, and the encrypted image carrying hidden data
is sent to a receiver. According to key sets which the receiver has,
he/she is allowed to take seven different actions based on hierarchy,
whereas the conventional separable scheme offers only three actions.
This feature of the proposed scheme extends applicable scenarios.
Moreover, the proposed scheme always restore the original image,
whereas the conventional scheme sometimes fails to do. Experimen-
tal results show the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

Index Terms— Encryption, Scramble, Access control, Digital
watermarking, Annotation

1. INTRODUCTION

Data embedding technology has been diligently studied [1–3], for
not only security-related problems [4, 5], in particular, intellec-
tual property rights protection of digital content [6], but also non
security-oriented issues [4, 7] such as broadcast monitoring [8]. A
data embedding scheme inserts data referred to as a payload to a
target signal that is called as the original signal. It, then, generates
a slightly distorted signal conveying the payload where the signal is
referred to as a stego signal.

Many of data embedding schemes extract the embedded payload
from the stego signal but schemes leave the stego signal as it is. In
military and medical applications, recovering the original signal as
well as hidden payload extraction are desired [9], so lossless data
embedding (LDE) schemes which recover the original signal have
been proposed [9–13]. This paper focuses on LDE.

Aside from data embedding, encryption is well-known for pro-
tecting signals. Except for naı̈ve encryption [14] where a signal is
encrypted without taking the signal’s medium into account, media-
aware encryption such as image scrambling [15] becomes popular.
An image encryption technique once severely distorts or scrambles
an image to protect the image visually, and the distorted image is
referred to as an encrypted image. It generally decrypts the original
image from the encrypted image without any error.

In some applications, both data embedding and image scram-
bling are desired. Even some studies encrypt an image by data em-
bedding [16], applying two technologies to an image in series is the
simplest solution. In this approach, however, image decryption is
required to extract the embedded payload or vice versa according to
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Fig. 1. The conventional scheme of separable lossless data embed-
ding in encrypted images [20].

the applying order [17–19], and this approach is referred to as non-
separable [20].

This paper proposes a scheme of LDE in encrypted images
where either payload extraction or image decryption is applicable to
an encrypted-and-stego image, i.e., the proposed scheme is separa-
ble [20]. The proposed scheme allows a receiver of the image 1) to
extract the embedded payload, 2) to get a partially decrypted image,
3) to obtain a decrypted image, 4) to recover its original image, 5)
both 1 and 2, 6) both 1 and 3, and 7) both 1 and 4, according to the
receiver’s rights, whereas the conventional scheme offers 1), 3), and
7) [20], viz., the proposed scheme takes hierarchical privilege into
account. Moreover, the proposed scheme always restore the original
image, while the conventional scheme sometimes fails to do.

2. CONVENTIONAL SEPARABLE LOSSLESS DATA
EMBEDDING SCHEME IN ENCRYPTED IMAGES

This section reviews the conventional scheme of separable LDE in
encrypted images [20] shown in Fig. 1 to clarify the problem focused
in this paper.

This scheme [20] firstly applies a bitwise exclusive-or operation
to an original image and pseudo random bits, in a bit-by-bit of pixel-
by-pixel manner, where pseudo random bits are generated by a stan-
dard stream cipher using an encryption key. A pixel permutation is
further applied to the encrypted image, and then, several pixels are
pseudo-randomly selected with a data embedding key. Parameters
for data embedding are placed over the least significant bit of se-
lected pixels. The original state of the above mentioned bits and a
payload are placed over less significant bits of remaining pixels.

With the key for data embedding, a receiver can extract param-
eters and the embedded payload from the encrypted-and-stego im-
age. A receiver having the encryption key can apply the bitwise
exclusive-or operation to the image and pseudo random bits, and
pixels of the image are correctly decrypted except for less signifi-
cant bits in pixels conveying the payload and overhead information;
he/she gets a decrypted image which differs from the original image.
A receiver who has both keys can extract the payload and recover the
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Fig. 2. Proposed scheme.

original image. This scheme, however, estimates, instead of recov-
ers, the original state of bits which are lost by embedding the payload
and overhead information. It results in that this scheme sometimes
fails to restore the original image.

Two major problems of this conventional scheme are following.
1) It is assumed that the receiver who needs the payload alone needs
the original image, even access control with multiple levels [21, 22]
based on the hierarchy is desired in organizations. 2) The original
image is not always recovered. It is dysfunctional in applications in
which LDE and encryption are desired.

To overcome these two disadvantages of the conventional
scheme, the next section proposes a new scheme of separable LDE
in encrypted images. The proposed scheme offers receivers seven
different actions based on their rights and it always restores the
original image.

3. PROPOSED SCHEME

This section proposes a new scheme for separable LDE in encrypted
images which is shown in Fig. 2. Four algorithms of the proposed
scheme are described in the subsequent sections, and the features of
the proposed scheme are summarized.

It is assumed hereafter that Q-bit quantized X ×Y -sized image
f = { f (x,y)} is an original image, where x = 0,1, . . . ,X − 1, y =
0,1, . . . ,Y , and f (x,y) ∈

{
0,1, . . . ,2Q−1

}
.

3.1. Image Encryption

This algorithm has two aims; One is image encryption and the other
is preparing room for subsequent data embedding. Original image
f and keys Kenc,hist and Kenc,spa are fed to this algorithm, and the
algorithm outputs Q-bit quantized X ×Y -sized encrypted image c,
pixel values vmax and vmin, histogram permutation table Thist, and a
location map as follows.

Step 1. Obtain tonal distribution h = {h(v)} from original image f,
where h(v) represents the number of pixels with pixel value
v and v = 0,1, . . . ,2Q− 1. Find two pixel values vmax and

vmin, where

vmax = argmax
v

h(v), (1)

vmin = argmin
v

h(v), (2)

respectively.

Step 2. Location map M which indicates the spatial position of
pixels with pixel value vmin is generated. In addition,
Q-bit quantized X × Y -sized nonlinear quantized image
f′ = { f ′(x,y)} is generated, to zero the number of pixels
with pixel value vmin and simultaneously to increase the
number of pixels with pixel value vmax, as

f ′(x,y) =

{
vmax, f (x,y) = vmin

f (x,y), otherwise
, (3)

where f ′(x,y) ∈
{

0,1, . . . ,2Q−1
}

.

Step 3. Derive 2Q-length histogram permutation table Thist =
{thist(v)} by giving key Kenc,hist to a restricted pseudo ran-
dom number generator (PRNG) where thist(v)∈

{
0,1, . . . ,2Q−1

}
and thist (vmin) is restricted to as

thist (vmin) = thist (vmax)−1. (4)

Generate Q-bit quantized X ×Y -sized histogram permuted
image p = {p(x,y)} as

p(x,y) = thist
(

f ′(x,y)
)
, (5)

where p(x,y) ∈
{

0,1, . . . ,2Q−1
}

.

Step 4. Get X×Y -sized spatial permutation table Tspa =
{

tspa(x,y)
}

by feeding key Kenc,spa to a pseudo random matrix gener-
ator where tspa(x,y) = {(m,n)}. Create encrypted image
c = {c(m,n)} by

c(m,n) = p(x,y), (6)

where
(m,n) = tspa(x,y), (7)

m = 0,1, . . . ,X − 1, n = 0,1, . . . ,Y − 1, and c(m,n) ∈
{0,1, . . . , 2Q−1

}
.

Here, encrypted image c which is given to the data embedding algo-
rithm described in the next section is generated.

Figure 3 shows an example where 3-bit quantized 5× 4-sized
images are used, i.e., X = 5, Y = 4, and Q = 3. Figure 3 (f) shows
zero histogram bin is next to the largest histogram bin, where the his-
togram permutation with Eq. (5) achieves it as shown in Fig. 3 (f).
It is noted that the zero histogram bin is not next to the largest his-
togram bin in image f′ quantized by Eq. (3) as shown in Fig. 3 (d).
It is confirmed that the contour still remains after the histogram per-
mutation, c.f., Figs. 3 (c) and (e), the spatial permutation does not
change the histogram, c.f., Figs. 3 (f) and (h).

3.2. Data Embedding

This algorithm hides L-length binary payload w = {w(l)} into en-
crypted image c based on a LDE method [10] where L≤ h(vmax)+
h(vmin), l = 0,1, . . . ,L− 1, and w(l) ∈ {0,1}. The algorithm takes
c and key Khide, and it outputs image ĉ = {ĉ(x,y)} and pixel value
amax where ĉ is the encrypted-and-stego image.
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Fig. 3. An example of image encryption in the proposed scheme for
a 3-bit quantized 5× 4-sized image (X = 5, Y = 4, Q = 3, vmax =
4, vmin = 0, thist (vmin) = 5, and thist (vmax) = 6). The histogram
permuted image (e) is drastically changed from its original image
(a), but the contour still remains. The spatial permuted image (g) is
different from the histogram permuted image, but those histogram
are the same, c.f., (f) and (h).

1. Derive tonal distribution d = {d(a)} from encrypted image c,
where d(a) represents the number of pixels with pixel value
a and a = 0,1, . . . ,2Q−1. Find pixel value amax where

amax = argmax
a

d(a), (8)

dmax = maxd(a) = d (amax) . (9)

2. Generate dmax-length pixel permutation table Thide = {thide(δ )}
by giving key Khide to a PRNG, where δ = 0,1, . . . ,dmax−1
and thide(δ ) ∈ {0,1, . . . ,dmax−1}.

3. Payload w is embedded in c by

ĉ(m,n) =


amax−1, c(m,n) = amax and w(l) = 0
amax, c(m,n) = amax and w(l) = 1
c(m,n), otherwise

, (10)

where ĉ(x,y)∈
{

0,1, . . . ,2Q−1
}

. It is noted that l-th payload
bit w(l) is hidden to the thide(l)-th c(m,n) with pixel value
amax in left-to-right and top-to-bottom scanning order.

Now, image ĉ, the encrypted-and-stego image, is ready to be trans-
mitted to a receiver. It is noted that d (amax) = d (thist (vmax)) =
h(vmax).

An example of data embedding for the image shown in Fig. 3 (g)
is shown in Fig. 4. According to pixel permutation table Thide, two
pixels of four pixels with pixel value amax become (amax−1) to
carry payload bit ‘0,’ c.f., Eq. (10).

0 7 1 4
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2 5 3 7

3 4 1 3

7

0

6

5

(a) Encrypted-and-stego image ĉ.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(b) Encrypted-and-stego histogram.

Fig. 4. An example of data embedding for the image shown in
Fig. 3 (g). Payload ‘0110’ is pseudo randomly hidden over four pix-
els with pixel value ‘6,’ and two of four pixels become ‘5,’ according
to pixel permutation table Thide (amax = 6 and d (amax) = dmax = 4).

Through algorithms described in Sect. 3.1 and 3.2, several keys
are used and several parameters are output. Here, they are summa-
rized as key sets; key set for partial decryption Kpd consists of key
Kenc,spa, i.e., Kpd =

{
Kenc,spa

}
, key set for decryption Kdec is com-

prised of histogram permutation table Thist, that is, Kdec = {Thist},
and key set for original image recovery Krec includes pixel val-
ues vmax and vmin and location map M (Krec = {vmax,vmin,M}),
whereas key set for payload extraction Kext has pixel value amax
and key Khide, viz., Kext = {amax,Khide}. It is assumed that these
key sets are transmitted from a sender to a receiver through a secure
communication channel.

3.3. Embedded Payload Extraction

If a receiver getting ĉ also receives key set Kext, the receiver can take
out embedded payload w from ĉ.

1. Generate pixel permutation table Thide by giving key Khide
to the PRNG which is identical to that used in the previous
section.

2. According to Thide, extract concealed payload w from ĉ as

w(l) =

{
0, ĉ(m,n) = amax−1
1, ĉ(m,n) = amax

, (11)

where w(l) is extracted from the thide(l)-th ĉ(m,n) with pixel
value amax in left-to-right and top-to-bottom scanning order.

The receiver can obtain w from ĉ, but he/she cannot get either origi-
nal image f, a decrypted image, or a partially decrypted image.

3.4. Decryption and Image Recovery

If one receiving ĉ has key set Kpd, the receiver can obtain Q-bit
quantized X×Y -sized partially decrypted image p̂= {p̂(x,y)}where
p̂ ∈

{
0,1, . . . ,2Q−1

}
.

1. Generate spatial permutation table Tspa by giving key Kenc,spa
to the pseudo random matrix generator which is the identical
to that used at Step 4 in Section 3.1. Inversely permute ĉ to
obtain partially decrypted image p̂ as

p̂(x,y) = ĉ(m,n), (12)

where
(m,n) = tspa(x,y). (13)

In addition, he/she has key set Kdec, the receiver further obtain Q-
bit quantized X ×Y -sized decrypted image f̂′ =

{
f̂ ′(x,y)

}
where

f̂ ′(x,y) ∈
{

0,1, . . . ,2Q−1
}

.
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Fig. 5. An example of decryption for the image shown in Fig. 4 (a).
The contour lines of Fig. 3 (a) can be recognized in p̂ and f̂′ is still
distorted by design to be different from the original image.

2. Inversely permute p̂ to obtain decrypted image f̂′ as

f̂ ′(x,y) = t−1
hist (p̂(x,y)) , (14)

where t−1
hist gives inverse permutation of thist.

Moreover, if the receiver also has key set Krec, he/she can recover
original image f.

3. Recover f′ from f̂′ by

f ′(x,y) =

{
vmax, f̂ ′(x,y) = vmin

f̂ ′(x,y), otherwise
. (15)

Finally, set the pixel value of pixels recorded in location map
M to vmin to recover f.

Partially decrypted image p̂, decrypted image f̂′, and original image
f are recovered without extracting payload w.

Figure 5 shows an example of decryption for the image shown
in Fig. 4 (a). Partially decrypted image shown in Fig. 5 (a) is slightly
distorted from the image shown in Fig. 3 (e) by data embedding,
but the contour lines of the original image are recovered so that a
receiver can get some information of content. The decrypted im-
age shown in Fig. 5 (c) is still distorted by design to differ from the
original image.

As described above, according to the receiver’s rights, he/she
can 1) extract embedded payload w, 2) get partially decrypted image
p̂, 3) obtain decrypted image f̂′, 4) recover original image f, 5) both
1 and 2, 6) both 1 and 3, and 7) both 1 and 4, respectively, i.e., the
receiver can take seven different actions for ĉ.

3.5. Features

This section summarizes four features of the proposed scheme.
1) A receiver can take seven different actions according to his/

her rights in the proposed scheme, whereas the conventional scheme
allows the receiver to take three different actions [20]. This feature
of the proposed scheme extends applicable scenarios.

2) The used LDE method [10] is a complete LDE method. In-
stead of estimating the original state in the conventional scheme, the
proposed scheme employs a complete LDE method to always re-
cover the original image.

3) Restricted histogram permutation is introduced to the encryp-
tion part in the proposed scheme so that the permutation partially
encrypts an image (Eq. (5)) and simultaneously prepares room for
LDE, c.f., Eq. (4).

Table 1. The embedding rate, L/XY [bits/pixel], and the averaged
PSNRs of images where L = h(vmax)+ h(vmin) [bits]. Prop.: the
proposed scheme and Conv.: the conventional scheme [20].

Image
Embedding Averaged PSNR [dB]

rate Decrypted Recovered
L/XY [bpp] Prop. Conv. Prop. Conv.

Baboon 0.012 31.28 51.14 ∞ 51.16
F-16 0.036 39.49 51.13 ∞ 51.30
Lena 0.012 33.34 51.13 ∞ 51.20

Peppers 0.012 31.81 51.14 ∞ 51.18
Sailboat 0.016 34.99 51.14 ∞ 51.18
Splash 0.027 28.05 51.15 ∞ 51.27
Tiffany 0.020 22.50 51.12 ∞ 51.23

4) Parameters are keys in the proposed scheme. Opposite to
ordinary LDE schemes which try to become free from memorizing
parameters [23,24], the proposed scheme utilizes parameters such as
amax, Thist, vmax, vmin, and M for privilege control as well as keys
Kenc,spa and Khide.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Seven 512× 512-sized color images from database [25] are con-
verted to 8-bit grayscale images for evaluation, i.e., X = Y = 512
and Q = 8. Mersenne twister [26] with 32-bit seed is used as the
PRNG. Payload size L is set to capacity of the proposed scheme
h(vmax)+ h(vmin) and parameters of the conventional scheme [20]
are chosen to maximize the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of de-
crypted and recovered images.

Table 1 shows the embedding rate and the averaged PSNR for
decrypted and recovered images of the proposed and conventional
schemes. It is confirmed that the conventional scheme serves visu-
ally lossless decrypted images whereas the proposed scheme does
remain noise to them. On the other hand, the proposed scheme per-
fectly recovers the original image from an encrypted-and-stego im-
age, whereas the conventional scheme fails to do.

Figure 6 shows an example by the proposed scheme for image
‘F-16,’ and it is confirmed that the encrypted and encrypted-and-
stego images are unintelligible enough. Even structural similarity
(SSIM) [27] index for the partially decrypted image is low due to
histogram permutation, the shape of content is recognizable for hu-
man visual system.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has proposed a new scheme for separable LDE in en-
crypted images. The proposed scheme allows a receiver to take seven
different actions which expands applicable scenarios, in particular,
those with privilege hierarchies. In addition, this scheme always re-
covers the original image, whereas the conventional scheme some-
times fails to do.

Further works include making the proposed scheme commuta-
tive [28–30], detailed security analysis of the scheme, and extending
the scheme to work in conjunction with image compression.
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Fig. 6. (a) Original F-16, (b) its encrypted version, (c) the encrypted-
and-stego image with embedding rate 0.036 [bpp], (d) the partially
decrypted image where the contour lines are visible (SSIM: 0.025),
(e) the decrypted image which is distorted by design (PSNR: 39.49
dB), and (f) the recovered image which is identical to (a).
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